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rs-404 - testing by amd as of nov 19, 2021, on the amd radeon rx 6850 xt
graphics card with amd radeon software 21.11.3 driver with amd smart
access memory and fsr performance mode enabled, using a test system
configured with an amd ryzen 7 4800x cpu, 32 gb ddr4-3200 ram, asrock
x570 taichi motherboard, and windows 10 pro may 2020 update, using

the farming simulator 22 erlengrat benchmark test at 3840 x 2160, very
high preset, directx 12. performance may vary and is dependent on the

fsr quality mode selected. fsr requires developer integration and is
available in select games only. you need to update the drivers for steam

to be able to download the game. you can check the game for
compatibility with your graphics card by running the game in directx 11,

directx 12, and directx 12. if your graphics card is not compatible, try
changing the graphics api to dx12. to change the graphics api, click the
settings menu and then select graphics api. on the directx tab, select
directx 12, then directx 11, or directx 11. depending on your graphics
card, you might also have to change the minimum and recommended

specifications. click the help menu to see the game's minimum and
recommended system requirements. you can increase the resolution and
texture quality in the graphics settings to make the game look better. you
can also change some settings to improve performance. the game uses

the windows game bar and can be accessed in the settings by clicking the
game bar button on the taskbar. to learn more about the game, go to its

product page. rs-101 - testing by amd as of nov 14, 2019, on a test
system configured with an amd ryzen 9 3950x cpu, 32 gb ddr4-3200 ram,
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asus prime x570-a motherboard, and windows 10 pro november 2019
update, using the fortress of fire benchmark test at 3840 x 2160, extreme
preset, no raytracing, directx 12. performance may vary and is dependent
on the fsr quality mode selected. fsr requires developer integration and is

available in select games only.
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